
 

 

Class –II 

Summer Holiday Homework,   Session: 2019-20 

English:  

1. Find the meaning of the following words and frame sentences with them: 

a) Burglar       b) mundane       c) spread       d) argue      e) delight      f) gesture       g) mob     h) dwarf       i) snoring       j) knot. 

2 .Paste two newspaper clippings of the conversation segment from the Assam Tribune (mind your English section -Sunday Edition). 

Hindi    : 1. Hindi Sulekh book to be completed till page number 25.     2. Revise the syllabus for Assessment -1 

Assamese   : Assamese writing book to be completed from page number 4 to 25. 

Mathematics   : 1) Learn multiplication table 2 to 10. 

2) Solve the following story sums (to be done in note book) 

a) Raju has 245 story books and Priya has 244 story books. How many books are there altogether? 

b) Raaj got 33 pencils, Rohit got 9 pencils, and together how many pencils they have? 

c) Charlie ordered 40 pizza, 11 sandwich and 5 chocolate bar .How many things he ordered in all? 

3) Arrange vertically and subtract the following (to be done in note book): 

 a) 77-20    b) 66-56     c) 50-30   d) 18- 2                         

EVS: 1. EVS Chapter 9 “People Who Help Us”  will be taught through  role play activity on the dates  mentioned below: 

Class II Sec: E, F, G and H - 30th (Tuesday) July 2019 -        Class II Sec: A, B, C and D - 31
st
 (Wednesday) July 2019 

Dear parents , kindly prepare your child for the role of _____________________ with few lines on the above mentioned date for  role 

play activity .Children will dress up from home ,uniform to be sent for change (for EVS Chapter -9 activity).  

2. Write a letter to your class teacher in a post card explaining about how you have spent your summer holidays and post it to your 

class teacher in the school address. 
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